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Pro Windows Phone App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	The Windows Phone 8 platform provides a remarkable opportunity for Windows developers to create state-of-the-art mobile applications using their existing skills and a familiar toolset. Pro Windows Phone App Development, Third Edition, helps you unlock the potential of this platform and create dazzling, visually rich, and highly functional...
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Beginning Photo Retouching and Restoration Using GIMPApress, 2014

	Beginning Photo Retouching & Restoration Using GIMP teaches the reader how to achieve professional results using this high end image editor. You'll learn how to do everything from making dull images "pop" to resurrecting badly damaged photographs deemed beyond any hope of rescue. There's no need to shell out...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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The Joys of Hashing: Hash Table Programming with CApress, 2019

	
		Build working implementations of hash tables, written in the C programming language. This book starts with simple first attempts devoid of collision resolution strategies, and moves through improvements and extensions illustrating different design ideas and approaches, followed by experiments to validate the choices. 
...
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Applied Data Visualization with R and ggplot2: Create useful, elaborate, and visually appealing plotsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop informative and aesthetic visualizations that enable effective data analysis in less time

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover structure of ggplot2, grammar of graphics, and geometric objects
	
			Study how to design and implement visualization from scratch
	
			Explore...
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Bioinformatics with Python Cookbook: Learn how to use modern Python bioinformatics libraries and applications to do cutting-edge research in computational biology, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover modern, next-generation sequencing libraries from Python ecosystem to analyze large amounts of biological data

	
		Key Features

		
			Perform complex bioinformatics analysis using the most important Python libraries and applications
	
			Implement next-generation sequencing,...
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Beginning 3D Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2004
There are many programming hobbyists who write 2D games but there are far fewer that grasp the concepts of 3D programming. Although there are also quite a few "game development" books on the market, few deal with 3D game development. Those that do are mainly aimed at advanced readers. This book will provide a practical, example driven...
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Illustrator CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This fully updated edition for Illustrator CS5 covers the essential skills for Illustrator artists, such as drawing geometric and freehand objects; color management; using multiple artboards; applying colors, patterns, and gradients; creating and using brushes; transforming, reshaping, and combining objects; creating and styling type;...
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Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...
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Iminosugars: From Synthesis to Therapeutic ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	The field of iminosugars is a very exciting area of research. These carbohydrate mimetics

	were first imagined and synthesized by chemists in the 1960s before being isolated from

	Nature a few years later. Since the discovery of their biological activity as potent glycosidase

	inhibitors in the 1970s, iminosugars have been the subject...
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Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development: A Cascades-Driven ApproachApress, 2014

	Learn how to leverage the BlackBerry 10 Cascades framework to create rich native applications. Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development gives you a solid foundation for creating BlackBerry 10 apps efficiently. Along the way, you will learn how to use QML and JavaScript for designing your app’s UI, and C++/Qt for the application...
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Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center OptimizationApress, 2015

	Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center Optimization introduces engineers and IT professionals to the power management technologies and techniques used in energy efficient servers. The book includes a deep examination of different features used in processors, memory, interconnects, I/O devices, and other...
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